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Well another year has come
and gone in the Astronomy and
related sciences field there has
been lots of events and news
stories to reflect upon this past.
As we reflect upon those stories
we can look forward toward the
continuing of this golden era of
Astronomy.

When I first got started in
Astronomy I was starved for any
astronomy related news.   A few
snippets in the news paper from
time to time would carry me over
until the next issue of Astronomy
magazine was on the shelves to
satisfy my fix for the month.

Today there hardly a few
hours go by before another
interesting news story pops up.
It can be hard to catch them all,
never mind trying to remember
everything that it was in the
article.  I suppose that this is ok
except it makes it hard to keep
track the flow of new discoveries
and their important to the future
of Astronomy.

This is the reason why I try to
have the top news stories of the
past month.  It’s a chance to

catch the news stories that you
may have missed as well as
spark a discussion on what
discoveries, funding and social
issues are the post pressing to
our hobby.  So if an article does
catch your eye please feel free to
bring it in and share it with all of
us.

This is also the time of year
that many people get into the
hobby or at the very least
exposed to it. This can happen in
several different ways but there
are two typical ways this happen.
The first of the two common is
someone looking for a gift for
someone else.  As good shoppers
these individuals are doing their
“due diligence” in trying to pick
out the right type of telescope,
astronomy book, or the like to
have under the tree for
Christmas.  In that effort they
reach out to astronomy clubs or
friends or family for insight.

The second way is that
someone ends up with that
previous mentioned gift under
the tree. (Which can have finger
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I do love this time of year, the sun sets
early in the evening  and with that comes a
few benefits that astronomers enjoy more
than most folks. For one the skies are clearer
as there is usually less moisture and other
pollutants in air, which in turn helps with sky
transparency.  Then there is the fact that
there aren’t quite as many people on the
roads late at night to share my favorite
observing sites with.  Of course the best
benefit of this time of year are the long
nights that settle in early giving everyone a
chance to see the night sky without staying
up all night.

With the long nights come the cold and
other dangerous conditions. The most
dangerous of all is Hypothermia, followed
closely by frost bite and slippery road
surfaces.   So here are few tips to help you
as well as get you thinking about your safety
this winter.

All of these factors plus more can turn a
fun night out under the stars to tragedy.
Dress for the occasion, even your planning
to be there a short while dress like you are
planning to be there all night.
Bring snacks with you.  Your body uses more
calories as the temperature drops simply to
keep warm.

Bring a second heat source with you.
Relying on your vehicle ok but if something
were to happen and your vehicle stopped
working it could spell disaster.
Let someone know where you are going.  Tell
family or friends  or any member of the
centre that you are headed out for a night of
observing. Tell them the where and when
and what time you expect to be back.

Just a few tips for everyone it’s not an
exhaustive list but I hope that it gets you
thinking.

Brendon Roy
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prints anywhere but on the glass). Now that
they have this gift they want to make to most
of it and begin looking for people to help
them use it and possibly expand their
knowledge.

One part of being a club is being able to
share our interests in astronomy with each
other and with others.   I encourage all of
you to share your interest in astronomy this
holiday season with anyone who is looking
for a little encouragement.  Share this
encouragement not just with those who are
new or being introduced to astronomy, but
with each other, you can build each other up
more than you know.

With nearly 50 members in our Centre we
all have similar interests in Astronomy, the
important thing to remember is not exactly

all the same interests.  It’s in the varying
interests of your fellow members that help
your grow into new aspects of the hobby as
well as continue to fuel your enthusiasm.

So whether it be learning the night sky,
observing, photography, eclipse chasing,
physics, stenciling or keeping optics free of
finger prints there is something more for
everyone.  I will hope you will take the time
this upcoming meeting to learn a little bit
more about your fellow members and bring
in your little niche.

Remember in this hobby we are all
reaching for the stars!

Clear Skies & Happy Holidays
Brendon Roy

Winter Observing Safety



Membership Details
As of December 1st we have 50 members. I remind you to check your annual

membership renewal date to remain current.  There is a three month grace period after
one year for renewals to maintain an unbroken membership record.  Those members who
have a current e-mail address on file with the National Office will be sent a reminder to
renew as required.  If you have any questions concerning your membership details then
do not hesitate to contact the National Office or myself.  We do not want to lose any of
our members. Membership renewals are done through the National Office either through
the Internet at www.rasc.ca or by phone toll free at 1-888-924-7272.



President          Brendon Roy   (768-5977)
Vice-President        Vacant      (XXX-XXXX)
Secretary         Andy Buchholz   (345-8553)
Treasurer         Brigitte Schaffer (475-9583)
National Rep.         Ken Kaus     (623-4748)
Past President       Bruce Miron    (345-4833)

Library           Vacant      (XXX-XXXX)
Membership         Vacant      (XXX-XXXX)
Newsletter Editor      Bruce Miron       (345-4833)
Observatory Building Project Dave Gallant   (344-4353)
Programs and Media     Vacant      (XXX-XXXX)
Webmaster         Dave Gallant   (344-4353)
Observing Chair       Doug Stuart   (577-3943)

Next monthly meeting January 13th

Next executive meeting December, ??th

Contributions to the next newsletter, January 3rd

Next club observing session December ??th


